RTA makes adjustments to routes going to temporary hub at Duncan Plaza improving the riders’ experience

(New Orleans) -- On Sunday, November 10, beginning at 3:00 A.M. RTA buses traveling to the Duncan Plaza Hub will begin to service bus stops located on Basin Street. These stops were initially closed due to the Hard Rock Hotel collapse. These service adjustments are intended to ease the hardship on riders allowing buses to service passengers along their regular routes, servicing more stops and minimizing the distance between stops.

Riders will continue to make transfers to buses at Duncan Plaza as they normally would from Elk and Canal. The last inbound service stop on Basin Street is Basin and Bienville. The next stop is Duncan Plaza. Buses will not service our inbound/outbound service stops on Basin between Iberville and Canal Street or service stops on Elks Place.

Lines serving the Duncan Plaza Transit Hub are:


To learn more about RTA services, visit www.RTAforward.org or call Ride Line at 504-248-3900. All service alerts and detours can also be accessed by downloading RTA’s GoMobile app.